Introduction to Communications

Group Project information

Requirements:

A group (three students) course project studies a specific communication technology, either wired or wireless, to analyze its development history, network architecture, and applications. In addition to its basic information, students have to investigate who have installed the specific technology, where have been deployed, and roughly estimate system deployment cost. Finally, the report requires a SWOT analysis to forecast the survival possibility of the investigated technology.

Important dates:

Each group must send a list of its members and mention who is the group leader via email to the TA and me no later than Mar/11. If some individuals cannot find a group, I will appoint them to be one group. A suggested list of technology will be posted in the course website. Each group must select a communication technology from the list or propose a technology (subject to approval) and send the name of the company via email to the TA and me before Mar/13. The schedule of group presentation will be posted on Mar/18. An initial progress report is DUE on April/8. The final project report must be submitted no later than June/10.